Me, Myself + MATH!!!!!
Introduce yourself mathematically. Follow the directions for each part. Use fun
scissors to cut around your paper. Glue your introduction on tag board. Write the
correct answers at the bottom of the tag board and cover it with a post it. Write the
number of each sentence on top of each post it. For example, for the answer to
sentence 1, you would cover it with a post it and then write a 1 on top. Do the same for
answers 2 – 10. You may use additional art supplies to decorate!! Have fun + be
creative!!!
1. shoe size

Use three different coins to represent your shoe size.

2. Grade Level or Age

3. Birthday

Use three different numbers and an exponent.

Use four different numbers with at least two different operations.

4. House or Apartment number

Use one three-digit number with any other
numbers and a set of grouping symbols.

5. Number of brothers

Use properties of two or more 2-D different shapes.

6. Number of sisters

Use properties of two or more 3-D different shapes.

7. States you have been to Use all even numbers.

8. Number of pets

Use all odd numbers.

9. Feet and inches tall

For feet use subtraction, for inches use addition.

10. Your Favorite Number

Create a problem that has 2 or more steps using 3 or
more different CONCEPTS.

Example of concepts are coins, shapes, numbers, time, and measurements.
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1. I wear_______________________________________________________ size shoe.

2. I am in the _________________________________________________ grade.
3. My birthday is _______________

___________________________________

month

4. My house number is _________________________________________________.
5. I have __________________________________________________ brothers
6. I have __________________________________________________ sisters.
7. I have been to __________________________________________ states.
8. I have _________________________________________________ pets.
9. I am _____________________ feet _________________________ inches tall.
10.

My favorite number is _______________________________________.
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